PHOTOGRAPHS OF NVDP AT SURAT DURING

Shri Giriraj Singh, Hon'ble Minister of State, Ministry of MSME, Govt. of India inaugurating the "VENDEXPO-2015" – National Vendor

Shri B.N. Sudhakara, Director, MSME-DI, Ahmedabad lighting the lamp during the inaugural function of "VENDEXPO-2015"

Shri Giriraj Singh, Hon'ble Minister of State, Ministry of MSME, Govt. of India delivering the address as Chief Guest during the inauguration.

A Key note address by Shri B.N. Sudhakara, Director, MSME-DI, Ahmedabad during the inaugural function of "VENDEXPO-2015"

Shri K.H. Shah, Dy.Direction (Mech), MSME-DI, Ahmedabad, proposing the vote of thanks during the inaugural function of "VENDEXPO-2015"

View of the participants during Vendor Development Seminar.
NATIONAL LEVEL VENDOR DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME
JOINTLY ORGANISED WITH ANKLESHWAR INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION (AIA), ANKLESHWAR FROM 7TH JAN. TO 9TH JAN. 2016 AT ANKLESHWAR

View of Entrance of NVDP cum Exhibition at Ankleshwar.

Visitors entering into the NVDP cum Exhibition at Ankleshwar on 07.01.2016.

Inside View of NVDP cum Exhibition.

Shri B. N. Sudhakara, Director, MSME-DI, Ahmedabad presided over the Inauration Function on 07.01.2016 of NVDP

Shri B. N. Sudhakara, Director and other officers welcomes shri Vikrant Pandey Collector and others dignitaries at the stall.

Shri. B. N. Sudhakara, Director, other officers and staff of MSME-Di, Ahmedabad at the stall.
NATIONAL LEVEL VENDOR DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME
JOINTLY ORGANISED VDP SEMINAR BY MSME-DI, AHMEDABAD & ANKLESHWAR INDUSTRIES ASSOCIATION (AIA), ANKLESHWAR ON 08.01.2016

View of Participants of NVDP at Ankleshwar held on 08.01.2016

SHRI P.N.SOLANKI, Asstt. Director, MSME-DI, Ahmedabad, Briefing about the objectives of organising the event amongst the participants.

From left to right- Shri K.MANIVANNAN, DGM (MM), ONGC, Ankleshwar Asset, DR. R.K.BHARTI, Dy. Director, MSME-DI, AHMEDABAD and Shri SUMIT SHEKAR, Manager, CANARA BANK.

Shri CHANDRESH A. DEVANI, President, Ankleshwar Industries Association (AIA) delivers Welcome address to the dignitaries and participants.

DR. R.K.BHARTI, Dy. Director, MSME-DI, AHMEDABAD delivers Presidential address during the inauguration function.

SHRI S.C.GUPTA, General Manger, NPCIL, KAKARPAR ATOMIC POER STATION, Gujarat Delivers the Presentation.
Senior Officer from NPCIL, KAKARPAR ATOMIC POER STATION, Gujarat delivers Presentation about Vendor Registration Process.

From left to right Shri P.N.SOLANKI, Asstt. Director, MSME-DI, AHMEDABAD and Shri D.S.PARMAR, Officer, GAIL (INDIA) LIMITED interacting with the participants.

SHRI K.MANIVANNAN, DGM (MM), ONGC, Ankleshwar Asset delivers Presentation about Vendor Registration Process.

SHRI K.MANIVANNAN, DGM (MM), ONGC, Ankleshwar Asset extends Gratitude towards stakeholder for participating in NVDP held at Ankleshwar.

SHRI SUMIT SHEKHAR, Manager, CANARA BANK delivers Presentation about Schemes of bank.

SHRI SUMIT SHEKHAR, Manager, CANARA BANK extends Gratitude towards stakeholder for participating in NVDP held at Ankleshwar.

SHRI SUMIT SHEKHAR, Manager, CANARA BANK extends Gratitude towards stakeholder for participating in NVDP held at Ankleshwar.
NATIONAL LEVEL VENDOR DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME
JOINTLY ORGANISED WITH MSME-DI, AHMEDABAD & ANKLESHWAR INDUSTRIES
ASSOCIATION (AIA), ANKLESHWAR FROM 7TH JAN. TO 9TH JAN. 2016 AT ANKLESHWAR

View of Entrance of NVDP cum Exhibition at Ankleshwar.

Visitors entering into the NVDP cum Exhibition at Ankleshwar on 07.01.2016

Inside View of NVDP cum Exhibition.

Shri B. N. Sudhakara, Director, MSME-DI, Ahmedabad presided over the Inauguration Function on 07.01.2016.

Shri Dushyant Patel, Honorable MLA, Bharuch along with Shri Vikrant Pandey, IAS, Collector of Bharuch visits the MSME-DI, Stall at NVDP cum Exhibition.

Shri B. N. Sudhakara, Director, MSME-DI, Ahmedabad along with other officers and Staff at the Stall in the Exhibition.
PHOTOGRAPHS OF STATE VENDOR DEVELOPEMNT ORGANISED IN ASSOCIATION WITH DICCI, GUJARAT CHAPTER, AHMEDABAD ESPECIALLY FOR SC-ST ENTREPRENEURS

Shri Satrughan, AGM (SME), SBI, Ahmedabad addressing the participants of SVDP jointly organized with DICCI at Ahmedabad on 11.09.2015.

Shri V. Arunkumar, Dy CMM., (ELE), Weastern Railway, Mumbai addressing the participants of SVDP jointly organized with DICCI at Ahmedabad on 11.09.2015.

View of the participants of SVDP jointly organized with DICCI at Ahmedabad on 11.09.2015.

Consultant gives presentation about how to put Digital Signature on e Tenders.
PHOTOGRAPHS OF EET, ORGANISED BY MSME-DI, AHMEDABAD AT AHMEDABAD FOR FOUNDRY CLUSTER, ON 23.12.2015 IN ASSOCIATION WITH THE INSTITUTE OF INDIAN FOUNDRYMEN, AHMEDABAD CHAPTER

View of the participants

Registration of Participants

Shri kamlesh Patel, Secretary, IIF, Ahmedabad delivering the welcome speech.

Shri B.N.Sudhakara, Director, MSME-DI, Ahmedabad delivering presidential address to the gathering

Dr. R.K.Bharti, Dy. Director, MSME-DI, Ahmedabad conducting the programme

Shri Ashis Kumar Padhi, Asstt. Director, MSME-DI, Ahmedabad proposing vote of thanks
TWO DAYS WORKSHOP ON QMS / QTT AT AHMEDABAD ON 8TH & 9TH SEPTEMBER 2015
VIEW OF PROGRAMME THROUGH PHOTOGRAPHS

Shri Jaimin Vasa, President, Gujarat Chemical Association, Ahmedabad, delivers welcome address.

Shri B.N. Sudhakara, Director, MSME-DI, Ahmedabad, addressing the gathering.

View of participants of Workshop.

Dr. R. K. Bharti, Dy. Director, MSME-DI, Ahmedabad presents Memento to a dignitary.

Shri R. K. Bhargav, Asstt. Director, MSME-DI, A'bad presents Memento to Shri B. N. Sudhakara, Director, MSE-DI, A'bad.

Shri Jaymin Vasa, President, Vasa Prama, A'bad welcomes Shri Nilesh Trivedi, Guest Faculty of Workshop.
GOVT. OF INDIA
Ministry of MSME-Development Institute, Ahmedabad
ENTREPRENEURSHIP DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME (EDP)
( For Sc - Stipendiary )
Organised By
MSME-Development Institute, Ahmedabad
VENUE: VAISHALINAGAR JAMNAGAR.
DATE: 29-12-2015 TO 11-01-2016

Speech On
Meriya Sir: Police Sub Inspector
Left Side: C.R. Ladva (Faculty)
Left Side: Chandrapal Sir: (X - Nagar Sevak & Social Worker)
Left Side: H.N. Khimsuriya (President - Sanskar Mahilla Yuva Mandal)

Speech On
Chandrapal Sir: (X - Nagar Sevak & Social Worker)
Left Side: C.R. Ladva (Faculty)
Right Side: Meriya Sir (Police Sub Inspector)
Left Side: H.N. Khimsuriya (President - Sanskar Mahilla Yuva Mandal)
Front Of Students (EDP)

Speech On
H.N.Khimsuriya: President Sanskar Mahilla Yuva Mandal
Left Side: C.R. Ladva (Faculty)
Right Side: Meriya Sir (Police Sub Inspector)
Right Side: Chandrapal Sir: (X - Nagar Sevak & Social Worker)

Shree S.D. Ramavat (Investigator)(EI)
MSME - DI Ahmedabad
Certificate Distributed To EDP Students.

Faculty EDP: Certificate Distributed To EDP Students.
Middle: Shree S.D. Ramavat (Investigator)(EI)
- MSME - DI Ahmedabad
Right Side: H.N. Khimsuriya - President
Sanskar Mahilla Yuva Mandal
Right Side: C.R. Ladva (Faculty EDP)

Shree S.D. Ramavat (Investigator)(EI)
MSME - DI Ahmedabad
Certificate Distributed To EDP Students.
One Awareness programme on “Support for Entrepreneurial and Management Development of SMEs through Incubators” was organised by MSME-DI, Ahmedabad at G H Patel College of Engineering & Technology, Anand on 17/02/2016

Shri Tarun Bhatnagar, Assistant Director, giving the presentation

Shri R.K. Bhargava, Assistant Director, Delivering his Lecture.

Shri Lohi Arvind D, DGM, Bank of Baroda, Anand, interact with Participants.

Shri Tarun Bhatnagar, Assistant Director, welcome to Shri H.D. Dehade, Manager, DIC, Anand

View of participants of the seminar
One Industrial Motivational Campaign was organized Organised by MSME-DI, Ahmedabad on 22.12.2015 at IGTR, Ahmedabad

Shri B.N. Sudhakara, Director, MSME-DI, Ahmedabad, interact with Participants.

Shri R.K. Bhargava, Assistant Director, delivering his Lecture.

Shri R.K. Bharti, Deputy Director, Delivering his Lecture.

Shri Atul Rajan, Sr. Manager, Canara Bank, Ahmedabad, giving the presentation

View of participants of Incubators Seminar at IGTR, at Ahmedabad.

Shri Tarun Bhatnagar welcomes Shri Giriraj Singh, Honourable Minister of State for MSME during Stall visit in NVDP at Surat.